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This paper presents simulation results on recent calibration-based domain estimators. The
specific feature of these estimators is their consistency with outside information; the domain
totals estimated in the present survey have to sum up to the population total, or totals of larger
domains, estimated in another survey. The paper studies consistency and variability properties
of these estimators.
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1. Introduction

It happens frequently nowadays that several surveys are carried out on the same

population. Typically, some variables are common to two or more surveys. It is natural to

require that estimates based on the common variables are consistent with each other in the

different surveys.

This simulation study compares consistent domain estimators developed in Traat and

Särndal (2009). The situation can be described in the following terms. Population totals, or

totals of larger domains, for certain variables are estimated in one survey, called the

reference survey (RFS). Estimates based on the same variables but at a more detailed

domain level are obtained from a second (later) survey, called the present survey (PRS).

The PRS is carried out independently of the RFS. Consistency is required for the PRS

estimates; domain totals for common study variables have to sum up to the corresponding

estimated totals in the RFS. In a special case, the latter totals need no estimation; they are

known exactly from registers. The RFS, or the available registers, cannot alone provide

the desired domain estimates due to the lacking domain identifiers.

In Traat and Särndal (2009), the extended calibration approach is used to derive

consistent domain estimators in the PRS. The traditional use of calibration (Deville and

Särndal 1992; Estevao and Särndal 2006) relies on auxiliary information, i.e., auxiliary

variables whose values are observed for responding units in a survey and whose population

totals are known. The resulting calibrated weights, when applied to the auxiliary variables,

will reproduce the respective known population totals. We use the terms A-variables,

A-information and A-calibration.
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The extended calibration approach involves calibration on the common information,

i.e., common variable values in the PRS and the totals of these variables, estimated in the

RFS or taken from the registers. We use the terms C-variables, C-information and

C-calibration. The following cases are considered:

(1) The C-calibration performed simultaneously with the A-calibration. It will be called

the AC-calibration. The AC-calibrated weights respect both the A- and C-constraints.

When applied to A-variables, the weights reproduce the A-variable totals; when

applied to C-variables, they reproduce the RFS or register totals.

(2) The C-calibration performed on top of the A-calibration. The A-calibrated weights

are re-calibrated with the help of the C-information. The new weights respect

the C-constraints but not any more the A-constraints. This technique is called the

RW-calibration and its estimator is called the RW-estimator. The RW refers to

repeated weighting, the technique first applied for consistent estimation of frequency

tables at the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) in the Netherlands (Kroese and

Renssen 1999; Knottnerus and van Duin 2006). The marginals of frequency tables

(C information) are taken from other sources.

(3) The simultaneous A- and C-calibration on top of the A-calibration. This is, by its

construction, an RW-calibration that respects both the A- and C-constraints.

The method is called here the RWl-calibration.

The formulae of the calibrated weights are given in Section 3. The respective calibrated

domain estimators are compared in the simulation study. The aim is to find out whether

consistency with the RFS- or register-totals can be achieved, whether any of the estimators

is more efficient than others, and what is the effect of the additional randomness from

the use of estimated RFS-totals.

2. Notation and Application

The PRS is described in the following general terms: The finite population U ¼

{1; 2; : : : ; k; : : : ;N} is divided into non-overlapping and exhaustive domains

Ud; d [ D ¼ {1; 2; : : : ;D}. These domains, alled PRS domains, are identified in the

PRS. We consider an m-dimensional study variable vector y, with value yk for unit k.

The aim is to estimate the vector of domain totals Yd ¼
P

Ud
yk for d [ D, consistently

with the information from an outside source.

In the PRS, let a sample s be drawn from U by a probability sampling design such that

the inclusion probability of unit k is pk . 0. The design weight of unit k is ak ¼ 1=pk.

The sample part falling into Ud is denoted by sd ¼ Ud > s. If consistency with other data

sources is not required, the domain total Yd can be estimated by the Horwitz-Thompson

(HT) estimator,

Ŷd ¼
sd

X
akyk ð1Þ

or, if auxiliary information is available, by a more efficient A-calibrated estimator,

ŶdA ¼
sd

X
wAkyk ð2Þ
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The A-information needed for the weights wAk consists of the known values xk (for k [ s)

of a p-dimensional auxiliary vector, and the known population total X ¼
P

U xk. The

A-calibrated weights reproduce the known total X,
P

s wAkxk ¼ X. The domain estimators

(1) and (2) have additive consistency in the PRS:

d[D

X
Ŷd ¼ Ŷ;

d[D

X
ŶdA ¼ ŶA ð3Þ

where

Ŷ ¼
s

X
akyk ð4Þ

ŶA ¼
s

X
wAkyk ð5Þ

are the HT- and A-calibrated estimators of the population total Y ¼
P

U yk, respectively.

The problem occurs if Y is already estimated in the RFS by Ŷ0, or if it is known exactly.

Then it is natural to desire that the PRS domain estimates Ŷd or ŶdA have additive

consistency with Ŷ0 or Y, respectively.

The described consistency problem can occur if some variables are common to different

surveys. Here the vector yk consists of variables that are common to the RFS and the PRS.

We assume that the RFS has produced an estimate Ŷ0 of Y. This information is taken into

use in the PRS and the new calibrated weights wk are constructed under the requirement

that the respective domain estimators,

ŶdCAL ¼
sd

X
wkyk ð6Þ

are consistent with Ŷ0 (or Y, if known), i.e.,

d[D

X
ŶdCAL ¼

s

X
wkyk ¼ Ŷ0 ð7Þ

The next section brings three different sets of weights that satisfy the consistency

requirement (7).

Applications of the domain estimator ŶdCAL include the following:

(1) The vector yk consists of different study variables such as salary, alcohol

consumption, living expenditures and so on. Then ŶdCAL estimates the totals of these

variables in domain d, for example, in an educational class. The sum of the estimates

over all educational classes equals Ŷ0, in accordance with the RFS estimate.

(2) The vector yk is itself a domain vector, so that yk ¼ ykgk where, for example, yk is

salary and gk identifies m age class domains. Then the vector ŶdCAL estimates total

salary by age class in the education domain d. Letting d ¼ 1; 2; : : : ;D, we get

estimates of total salary for all mD sub-domains defined by the cross-classification of

age and education. These sub-domain estimates have additive consistency: Their sum

over all D education domains agrees with total salary by age class Ŷ0, as estimated in

the RFS (or known from registers).
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(3) In an extension of case (2), we can let the RFS domain indicator gk in yk ¼ ykgk
represent a cross-classification of two or more other categorical variables, and the

PRS domains in the set D may represent two or more other categorical variables.

Then ŶdCAL for d [ D produces PRS estimates for sub-domains defined by cross-

classifying all the categorical variables involved. They add up consistently to the RFS

estimate for corresponding domains.

3. Calibrated Weigts

In general, calibrated weights can be let to depend on the instrument vector. These general

forms of the weights are given in Traat and Särndal (2009). In the formulae below, the

instrument vector is chosen in its classical form. It is taken as being equal to the auxiliary

vector xk or/and to the common variable vector yk.

The A-calibrated wights are

wAk ¼ ak½1þ ðX2 X̂Þ0M21xk� with M ¼
s

X
akxkx

0

k ð8Þ

If wAk are used for the PRS domain estimation in (6), the consistency requirement (7) is not

satisfied. The next three sets of weights use common variable information (yk, Ŷ0) in their

expressions, and they satisfy the consistency requirement (7). If the true total Y is known,

then Ŷ0 is replaced by Y in the formulae below.

The AC-calibrated weights are

wACk ¼ ak 1þ
X2 X̂

Ŷ0 2 Ŷ

0
@

1
A

0

M21
xk

yk

 !2
64

3
75 with M ¼

s

X
ak

xk

yk

 !
x

0

k; y
0

k

� �
ð9Þ

The RW-calibrated weights are

wRWk ¼ wAk½1þ ðŶ0 2 ŶAÞ
0

M21yk� with M ¼
s

X
wAk

yky
0

k ð10Þ

where wAk is the A-calibrated weight (8), and ŶA is the A-calibrated estimate (5) of Y.

The RWl-calibrated weights are

wRW1k ¼ wAk 1þ
X2 X̂A

Ŷ0 2 ŶA

0
@

1
A

0

M21
xk

yk

 !2
64

3
75 with M

¼
s

X
wAk

xk

yk

 !
x

0

k; y
0

k

� �
ð11Þ

There are yet other domain estimators that achieve consistency with Ŷ0. One example is

the General Restriction (GR) estimator, or rather its conditional form, proposed by

Knottnerus (2003, Chapter 12) and studied in the domain estimation framework by Sõstra

and Traat (2009). The GR estimator, though optimal under certain assumptions, has a
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more complex form than our calibration estimators. It involves unknown quantities and,

after their estimation, the second order inclusion probabilities.

The calibration weights (9)–(11) are fully defined with the A- and C-information, they

involve only first order inclusion probabilities, and, as a further attractive feature, they

form a uniform weight system. The weights can be applied to any study variable; but if

they are applied to common variables, then the consistency with RFS is achieved.

4. Simulation Set-up

Our population has size N ¼ 6; 000. It has nine domains defined by the cross-classification

of variables g and d (3 levels for both). The domains are defined in the deterministic order;

g ¼ 1 for the first 2,000 units, g ¼ 2 for the next 2,000 units, and g ¼ 3 for the last 2,000

units in the frame. For each value of g, d ¼ 1 for the first 1,200 units, d ¼ 2 for the next

600, and d ¼ 3 for the last 200. It is convenient for us to number the domains from 1 to 9.

The domains U1 to U9 the marginal domains (defined by the levels of g or d respectively),

and sizes of the domains are given in Table 1. We have large, medium and small sizes.

Two study variables are considered. The 6,000 values for yl are simulated from normal

distribution as y1 ¼ 800þ 200Nð0; 1Þ. The 6,000 values for y2 are just ordered y1-values

(increasing). Population characteristics of study variables by domains are given in Tables 2

and 3. The variable y2 is strongly dependent on the domains; Table 3 shows increasing

mean and small standard deviation of y2 in the nine domains. This is not the case for

y1 in Table 2.

The auxiliary variables in the PRS are domain indicators, i.e., xk ¼

ðx1k; x2k; : : : ; xpkÞ; for p ¼ 9, has one component for each domain, all of them being

zero except the one that indicates the domain of unit k. The total X ¼
P

U xk is the

9-dimensional vector of domain sizes. This information is used for A-calibration; it is a

strong information, especially for y2 which is strongly dependent on the domains.

The common variable information is based on y1 and y2. Let y be the common notation

for yl and y2. Several cases of consistency requirements were considered:

(1) The case of fixed population total. This case means that one needs values of the

one-dimensional yk in the PRS, and the corresponding total Y or its estimate Ŷ0 from

an outside source. The consistency means that the estimated totals of the nine

domains sum up to Y or Ŷ0.

(2) The case of fixed marginal totals. In this case one needs the values yk ¼ gkyk in the

PRS, where yk is either yl or y2, and gk is a three-dimensional indicator of

the marginal domains. One also needs the marginal totals Y0 ¼
P

U gyyk, which are

Table 1. Domains and their sizes

d

g 1 2 3 g-domians

1 U1, 1,200 U2, 600 U3, 200 2,000
2 U4, 1,200 U5, 600 U6, 200 2,000
3 U7, 1,200 U8, 600 U9, 200 2,000
d-domains 3,600 1,800 600 6,000
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known or estimated by Ŷ0 in the RFS. The consistency means that the estimated nine

totals sum up properly to the marginal totals. The experiments were made with both

the d-marginals and the g-marginals. The known values of marginal and population

totals are given in Tables 2 and 3. The RFS estimates are presented by their

distributional characteristics in Table 4.

4,000 PRS samples, each with size n ¼ 400, were drawn by simple random sampling

without replacement (SI). For every sample, the calibrated estimators for our nine domains

are computed: the A-, AC-, RW- and RWl-calibrated estimators. For comparison, the

HT-estimator was also computed. The simulations-based standard deviations of the

estimators were computed over 4,000 replications.

For the case of the estimated common variable totals Ŷ0 (C-information), 4,000 inde-

pendent RFS samples (SI, sample size n ¼ 900) were drawn from the same population U.

Table 2. Population characteristics of y1-variable; total, mean and standard deviation by domains

d

g 1 2 3 g-domains

1 954,021.11 479,838.56 164,828.44 1,598,688.11
795.02 799.73 824.14 799.34
200.61 202.07 185.72 199.70

2 953,061.17 473,609.47 162,847.06 1,589,517.69
794.22 789.35 814.24 794.76
203.67 204.59 203.10 203.90

3 655,030.62 475,817.35 160,783.48 1,591,631.45
795.86 793.03 803.92 795.82
193.88 199.41 208.33 196.95

d-domains 2,862,112.90 1,429,265.38 488,458.98 4,779,837.25
795.03 794.04 814.10 796.64
199.37 201.97 199.12 200.18

Table 3. Population characteristics of y2-variable; total, mean and standard deviation by domains

d

g 1 2 3 g-domains

1 620,288.76 397,309.96 140,289.30 1,157,888.03
516.91 662.18 701.45 578.94
92.36 17.68 5.39 105.38

2 912,207.62 503,721.88 174,993.16 1,590,922.65
760.17 839.54 874.97 795.46
29.85 14.94 5.13 50.67

3 1,135,220.50 647,674.38 248,131.69 2,031,026.57
946.02 1,079.46 1,240.66 1,015.51
39.32 38.16 82.66 106.03

d-domains 2,667,716.89 1,548,706.22 563,414.14 4,779,837.25
741.03 860.39 939.02 796.64
185.83 172.96 229.96 200.18
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The vector Ŷ0 was calculated for each RFS sample as an HT-estimator. Each Ŷ0 was

used for consistent domain estimation in one PRS-sample. The RFS-estimators had

considerable variability (Table 4). This was deliberate, to let the consistent PRS-estimators

display their advantages in a difficult situation.

The simulation was carried out in the SAS IML environment.

5. Simulation Results

The simulation-based standard deviations of estimators in the nine domains are given in

Tables 5 to 10. All the considered estimators were unbiased. Their averages over 4,000

replications were very close to the true domain totals in Tables 2 and 3.

The domain estimators AC, RW and RW1 were consistent with the assumed

C-constraint. For example, if the C-constraint was the known population total

4,779,837.25 then the estimates of the nine domains summed up to this number in each

sample, for the AC, the RW and the RW1 case (visible from zero standard deviation in

Tables 5 and 6). If the C-constraint was an RFS-estimate of the population total, then the

consistency in each sample was still there (visible from the standard deviations of the sums

of domain estimates, see row Pop. in Tables 5 and 6). These standard deviations are

Table 4. Distribution of the RFS domain estimators based on variables y1 and y2 over 4,000 replications

y1-variable y2-variable

Dom. Size Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev

dl 3,600 2,863,801.73 77,864.06 2,669,698.16 72,391.70
d2 1,800 1,428,382.17 69,239.21 1,547,826.76 73,313.12
d3 600 487,476.29 46,894.11 562,013.20 53,363.66
gl 2,000 1,598,394.67 72,865.72 1,157,398.45 51,816.71
g2 2,000 1,589,288.95 73,046.38 1,591,008.29 69,758.57
g3 2,000 1,591,876.57 72,215.73 2,031,131.38 88,972.78
Popul. 6,000 4,779,560.19 37,475.69 4,779,538.11 36,441.31

Table 5. Standard deviations of domain estimators of y1-variable ( £ 103); Y0 as total of y1

Known Y0 Estimated Y0

Dom. Size HT A AC RW RWl AG RW RWl

1 1,200 96.7 25.3 22.9 22.8 22.8 24.4 24.2 24.2
2 600 72.6 18.8 17.9 17.8 17.9 18.3 18.2 18.3
3 200 43.8 10.1 10.0 9.9 9.9 10.0 10.0 10.0
4 1,200 95.5 26.2 23.7 23.6 23.6 25.0 24.7 25.0
5 600 71.9 19.0 18.0 17.9 18.0 18.6 18.4 18.5
6 200 43.8 11.3 11.2 11.1 11.2 11.2 11.2 11.2
7 1,200 94.5 25.4 22.8 22.7 22.8 23.8 23.8 23.7
8 600 71.6 18.4 17.6 17.5 17.5 18.0 18.0 17.9
9 200 43.2 11.5 11.3 11.3 11.3 11.4 11.3 11.4
Pop. 6,000 57.7 58.5 0 0 0 37.5 37.5 37.5
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exactly equal to the standard deviation of the corresponding random constraint, the RFS-

estimator for the population total (compare with Table 4, paying attention to the scale).

If the C-constraints are known marginal totals of d-domains (given in Tables 2 and 3),

then our nine domain estimates sum up “column-wise” (over g ¼ 1; 2; 3) to these marginal

totals in each sample, and for each the AC, the RW and the RWl case; the variability in the

d-domains is zero (Tables 7 and 9). The same tables show that in the case of the estimated

C-constraint Ŷ0, the variability in the d-domains is equal to the variability of the

RFS-estimates for the d-domains, again confirming consistency of estimates in each PRS

sample. Tables 8 and 10 confirm consistency with totals of g-domains, if used as

C-constraints.

We can see the strength of the A-information from our tables. In each domain the

standard deviation of the A-calibrated estimator is many times smaller than the standard

deviation of the HT-estimator. There is a tremendous decrease in standard deviation for

the y2-variable (Table 9). The domain U1 is somewhat exceptional in this respect, the

Table 6. Standard deviations of domain estimators of y2 -variable; Y0 as total of y2

Known Y0 Estimated Y0

Dom. Size HT A AC RW RWl AC RW RWl

1 1,200 61.3 11.8 7.2 10.9 7.1 24.8 11.3 24.8
2 6,00 58.2 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.6 1.7 3.0 1.7
3 2,00 36.7 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 1.0 0.3
4 1,200 87.7 3.8 3.7 4.0 3.7 4.5 7.5 4.5
5 600 73.7 1.4 1.4 2.0 1.4 1.4 4.3 1.4
6 200 45.7 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.3 1.5 0.3
7 1,200 108.1 5.2 4.9 5.3 4.8 6.6 11.0 6.6
8 600 94.0 3.5 3.4 3.8 3.4 4.1 7.4 4.0
9 200 64.8 4.6 4.4 4.4 4.3 5.6 5.2 5.6
Pop. 6,000 58.6 14.7 0 0 0 36.4 36.4 36.4

Table 7. Standard deviations of domain estimators of y1-variable ( £ 103); Y0 as marginal d-totals of y1

Known Y0 Estimated Y0

Dom. Size HT A AC RW RW1 AC RW RW1

1 1,200 96.7 25.3 21.0 20.8 20.9 34.3 33.7 34.2
2 600 72.6 18.8 15.9 15.6 15.7 28.5 28.2 28.3
3 200 43.8 10.1 9.3 8.7 8.9 17.6 18.1 17.0
4 1,200 95.5 26.2 21.3 21.1 21.1 34.5 33.4 34.3
5 600 71.9 19.0 15.5 15.2 15.4 28.9 27.5 28.5
6 200 43.8 11.3 9.9 9.3 9.6 19.8 18.4 19.5
7 1,200 94.5 25.4 20.9 20.7 20.8 32.2 33.0 32.0
8 600 71.6 18.4 15.4 15.2 15.3 27.7 27.5 27.5
9 200 43.2 11.5 9.8 9.2 9.5 20.5 17.9 20.1
dl 3,600 123.3 44.9 0 0 0 77.9 77.9 77.9
d2 1,800 111.8 32.4 0 0 0 69.2 69.2 69.2
d3 600 72.9 18.9 0 0 0 46.9 46.9 46.9
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decrease in standard deviation being only 6 times. This might be explained by there being

the biggest c.v. of y2 in this domain.

Additional calibration on the C-information, if this is known exactly, gives further

decrease in variability. In all tables, the standard deviations of the AC-, RW-and RWl-

estimators under known Y0 are smaller than that of the A-estimator. All three consistent

estimators have equal variability for the y1-variable (no dependence on domains), see

Tables 7 and 8. For the y2- variable (strong dependence on domains), the AC- and the

RW1-estimator are slightly better than the RW-estimator (Tables 9 and 10). This is due to

the fact that the former but not the latter respect both the A- and the C-constraints.

For estimated C-constraint, the situation changes. The additional calibration on the

C-information increases variability of the estimators. Under estimatedY0, the AC, RW and

RW1 all have bigger standard deviation than the A-calibrated estimator, but they are still

Table 8. Standard deviations of domain estimators of y1-variable ( £ 103); Y0 as marginal g-totals of y1

Known Y0 Estimated Y0

Dom. Size HT A AC RW RW1 AC RW RW1

1 1,200 96.7 25.3 16.8 16.5 16.6 48.0 46.3 47.8
2 600 72.6 18.8 15.9 15.7 15.8 27.8 27.1 27.7
3 200 43.8 10.1 9.8 9.6 9.7 11.7 12.3 11.5
4 1,200 95.5 26.2 17.4 17.1 17.2 48.2 47.1 48.0
5 600 71.9 19.0 16.1 15.8 15.9 27.5 26.8 27.3
6 200 43.8 11.3 10.9 10.8 10.8 13.2 13.2 13.0
7 1,200 94.5 25.4 16.9 16.6 16.7 45.9 46.3 45.8
8 600 71.6 18.4 15.6 15.3 15.4 27.8 26.7 27.5
9 200 43.2 11.5 10.9 10.7 10.8 13.7 13.0 13.4
g1 2,000 114.5 32.8 0 0 0 72.9 72.9 72.9
g2 2,000 113.2 34.1 0 0 0 73.0 73.0 73.0
g3 2,000 114.1 33.8 0 0 0 72.2 72.2 72.2

Table 9. Standard deviations of domain estimators of y2-variable ( £ 103); Y0 as marginal d-totals of y2

Known Y0 Estimated Y0

Dom. Size HT A AC RW RW1 AC RW RW1

1 1,200 61.3 11.8 5.7 10.0 5.6 56.2 15.2 56.4
2 600 58.2 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 12.2 14.0 11.9
3 2,00 36.7 0.3 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.7 9.4 0.6
4 1,200 87.7 3.8 3.7 5.0 3.7 7.3 24.5 7.2
5 600 73.7 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.3 8.8 22.4 8.5
6 200 45.7 0.3 0.3 1.3 0.3 0.7 14.6 0.5
7 1,200 108.1 5.2 4.8 6.8 4.8 11.8 37.6 11.6
8 600 94.0 3.5 1.9 2.1 1.9 53.3 37.1 53.5
9 200 64.8 4.6 0.4 2.1 0.4 52.6 29.5 52.7
d1 3,600 113.0 13.4 0 0 0 72.4 72.4 72.4
d2 1,800 118.4 4.0 0 0 0 73.3 73.3 73.3
d3 600 84.4 4.6 0 0 0 53.4 53.3 53.3
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more efficient than the HT-estimator. The variability of the AC, RW and RW1 is quite

similar for the y1-variable (Tables 7 and 8). Differences occur in case of the y2- variable

(strong dependence on domains). In this case the RW-estimator seems to be more stable:

the increase in standard deviation takes place in all domains rather uniformly. At the same

time the AC- and the RWl-estimator become highly variable in some domains, while in

some other domains they retain the small variability (Tables 9 and 10).

6. Conclusions

The simulation study confirmed that all three sets of weights, AC, RW and RW1, can be

easily computed with standard software. The domain estimators that use these weights are

unbiased, and they satisfy the consistency requirements. Additional calibration on the

known C-information increases efficiency of all three estimators. If there is strong

A-information, the AC and the RW1 are slightly more efficient than the RW. Additional

calibration on the estimated C-information does not increase efficiency. This is the price to

pay for consistency. Under our estimated C-constraints, all three estimators had similar

variability for the y1-variable, but for the y2-variable the RW outperformed others.

For efficient domain estimation under the consistency requirement it is important to

make sure that the constraints coming from other surveys are reliable estimates.
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4 1,200 87.7 3.8 1.3 1.9 1.3 61.7 38.2 61.8
5 600 73.7 1.4 1.3 1.6 1.3 8.1 23.3 7.9
6 200 45.7 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.4 8.4 0.4
7 1,200 108.1 5.2 4.0 3.9 3.9 44.3 46.0 44.0
8 600 94.0 3.5 3.2 3.3 3.2 21.1 30.1 20.8
9 200 64.8 4.6 3.8 4.0 3.7 28.8 13.8 28.6
g1 2,000 81.9 11.9 0 0 0 51.8 51.8 51.8
g2 2,000 108.4 4.0 0 0 0 69.8 69.8 69.8
g3 2,000 140.7 7.8 0 0 0 89.0 89.0 89.0
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